
 

 

 

  
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  



We are grateful to live and work on the unsurrendered traditional territories of the Sinixt, Ktunaxa, Syilx and  

Secwepemc First Nations. We honour our relationships with these First Nations and all other First Nations, Métis  

and Inuit peoples who reside in these territories.

2022 is the 25th anniversary of the Skills Centre, and it feels like an appropriate moment to take stock of how far the  

Skills Centre has come since the organization was incorporated in February 1997 and to plan for its future. 

The Skills Centre is both a registered not-for-profit organization regulated by the BC provincial government and a federally 

registered Canadian charity regulated by the Canadian Income Tax Act. 

Our new 5-year strategic plan acknowledges the many challenges and triumphs that are part of our history and lays out an 

ambitious plan for our future. We hope that you will see that while we have been true to our roots in community, we have 

developed an agenda to build a future for ourselves and for our place in the community that enables us all to weather the 

challenges that surely lay ahead, and enables our organization to thrive and to assist our community to thrive, too.  

INTRODUCTION 
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We know that globally there are massive changes that country leaders, businesses, institutions and NGOs are grappling with 

which could disrupt this approach, including, but not limited to:

• Growing and extreme inequality, rising rates of poverty and social exclusion

• The proliferation of inaccurate and unsubstantiated propaganda which is frequently weaponized by social media and is 

fueling a growth in political extremism resulting in significant social division

• Global heating has accelerated the impacts and effects of a changing climate which in turn is profoundly impacting 

many natural resource industries and their workforces

• Rising rates of migration and immigration 

• Rapid changes in technology and their application which in turn will fuel a rapidly changing labour market; and, as we 

have recently experienced,

• Challenges in managing new and emerging diseases.

• Leadership to manage, lead or mitigate these issues often falls to provincial or national governments or international or 

global agencies, yet their effects are felt in our communities. 

• We can predict with some degree of certainty that all of these issues will have local impact. 

• The COVID-19 pandemic has exposed and exacerbated some underlying fragilities in our community. We have known 

for considerable time that poverty affects far too many members of our community. The last census period showed 

that almost 1,000 children live in poverty in the Kootenay-Boundary region. During the pandemic, local food banks all 

reported an immediate rise in the number of people, families, single parents and seniors in need of their services.

Worryingly, the last time there was a significant rise in attendance at local food banks was during the 2008-9 recession. Once 

the recession was over, the numbers of those attending the food bank did not decline. Similarly, we are expecting pressure 

to continue on these services after the pandemic is deemed contained or over. 

The impacts of a changing climate will also result in periods of uncertainty and turmoil. There is an incredible opportunity 

- and a requirement - for governments at all levels to invest in mitigation and adaptation measures which will almost 

certainly result in skills development needs and new job creation opportunities. As we have experienced over the last year, 

extreme climate related weather events can have devastating and unpredictable, disruptive impacts on local communities 

and their economies. 

CONTEXT
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We are also seeing significant changes in our local labour market. Our community, like many other rural communities, is 

both pastoral and industrial. Our landscape supports a strong and growing tourism industry and a diverse food and drink 

production sector. It also supports thriving forestry, mining and power generation industries. The large community service 

sector, including health services, education and social services, completes the picture. Almost all of these employment 

sectors are rapidly evolving as new technologies are developed and applied. 

Many small communities throughout rural BC are also experiencing significant shifts and changes in their local populations. 

This is a result of migration from major cities to rural communities by people either returning to their home towns or urban 

populations looking for an improvement in their quality of life, as well as immigration - particularly of international students 

looking to stay in a community after completing their studies.

Many of these changes are welcome, yet they can also pose challenges. In the Lower Columbia, we are noticing that a lack 

of continuous investment in housing has resulted in housing stock that is old, in significant disrepair and in desperate need 

of renewal. Although there is some investment in affordable housing across the region, low vacancy rates for renters and a 

growing problem in homelessness have also added to increasing social exclusion. 

The Skills Centre’s mandate is to ensure that our clients and our host communities are strong, inclusive and resilient. We 

believe that as much as there are significant challenges ahead for our clients, their families and our community, we can 

assist them to transition, change and grow by continuing to provide responsive services, continuing to innovate, and 

ensuring our staff are themselves constantly learning so that they are prepared to support change and transition. 

Over the next five years, we will ensure that we have built an organization that has the infrastructure and capacity to work 

with a variety of different partners regionally, across the province and potentially, even in different areas of the country.
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The Skills Centre updated the Vision, Mission and Values in 2019 during the process of writing the last strategic plan. During 

staff engagement workshops in September 2021 and February 2022, the staff further reviewed and revised the Vision, 

Mission and Values statement.

Vision:      The Skills Centre is a leader in fostering inclusive, resilient and prosperous communities.

Mission:      Strengthening rural and industrial communities and workplaces through workforce skills development,  

         training services, social development and poverty reduction programming.

Values:      Diversity, collaboration, innovation, advocacy and accountability

VISION, MISSION, AND VALUES 
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We will strengthen our existing partnerships with all levels of government, businesses, civil society and the community. 

We will also seek to build partnerships with new communities or communities that have been marginalized - especially 

Indigenous, immigrant or LGBTQ2S+ communities. 

In the next five years, the Skills Centre will diversify and strengthen our services, partnerships, staff and clients to become self-

sustaining. To meet the needs of changing communities, we will invest in staff capacities, physical infrastructure and platforms 

that ensure the Skills Centre is a valuable community partner. While focusing on local and regional programs, we will also seek 

partnerships with provincial and national organizations to create new opportunities for the future.

• We will be responsive to the needs of our communities.

• We will evaluate our programs and projects regularly so that we deepen our knowledge of how to develop  

and implement successful projects.

• We will work collaboratively to ensure that the community as a whole benefits from our knowledge and skills  

and we theirs. 

• We will act in a financially responsible manner.

• We will continue to invest in professional development as a means of deepening capacity, building knowledge  

and strengthening our workforce.

• Our staffing and board members will reflect our commitment to equity, diversity and inclusion, and we will  

incorporate these values in our policies, programs and projects.

• We will embrace failure as an opportunity to learn and improve our work.

• We will remain independent and non-partisan.

• We will take actions that address both short term and long term outcomes.

• We will be transparent about our work and in our reporting.

• We will be accountable for our work to our clients and partners. 

ORGANIZATIONAL GOAL

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
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We have identified skills that will be in high demand over the next five years. These include digital literacy or fluency, 

numeracy and math, analytics, communication, collaboration, and critical thinking. We will support our clients and 

participants to become adaptable and flexible workers, as career mobility will likely be the new normal. Programs will 

also incorporate learning around emotional intelligence, continuous learning, and global competencies such as cultural 

awareness, language capabilities, and an understanding of equity, diversity and inclusion. 

Our focus will be on building programming that addresses current and future labour market needs, racial and gender 

inequities, new jobs and skills of the future, the precarious work/gig economy, and the uncertainties created by the 

COVID-19 pandemic and the climate crisis. We aim to respond to immediate needs and funding opportunities as well as 

prepare for future opportunities by influencing the local economy and labour market through innovative and forward 

thinking programming. 

The vision for the Skills Centre is to be seen as a thought leader and a driver of the conversation about social change, 

poverty reduction, equity, diversity and inclusion, and opportunities for a skilled workforce. We will do this through clear 

and effective communications of our successful programs and partnerships, our research-based innovative approach to our 

services, and compelling storytelling to share our clients’ success.

We will tell our story authentically and collaboratively to engage our partners, clients, funders and community leaders to 

encourage innovative and sustainable solutions that create success in the community. If the organization is leading and 

successful, our communications will be successful in building that brand and sharing that story.

PROJECTS & PROGRAMS

COMMUNICATING OUR VISION
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The overarching goal of the Programs Department is to create, develop, and deliver innovative and impactful programs that 

meet the new and emerging needs of our community and beyond. We will build on the work of the previous three years 

by improving the quality and reach of our partnerships, adding more pre-employment offerings, and inserting modules 

into each program that reflect current labour market, community, provincial, and wellness needs that have emerged 

through the upheaval caused by COVID-19. We aim to develop and deliver pre-employment programming, skills training 

for employment, digital literacy training, and a social enterprise that reduces waste, a green jobs program, and poverty 

reduction related programming.

GOALS

1. Create and deliver pre-employment programs that meet the needs of members of the community who are not yet 

ready to begin working.  

 a.     Target youth, survivors of violence, women, people with disabilities, and other equity-seeking groups.

2. Create and deliver a digital literacy program that meets employer and job seeker needs for foundational digital skills.

3. Build our partnership network.

4. Create a poverty reduction and food security program and deliver it on a continual basis.

The Skills Centre accepts gifts, donations, grants and funds from individuals, foundations, organizations, associations, 

employee groups, corporations and other donors. 

The Skills Centre accepts funding from provincial and federal governments in support of programs and projects. The Skills 

Centre will be forthright in its funding applications and donation requests. We will be transparent, clear, and accurate about 

our work, how donations and funding will be managed and spent, and report on costs and impact accurately. We will follow 

all regulatory laws for charities. 

PROGRAMS

DEVELOPMENT
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The most critical asset of the Skills Centre is the staff. By recruiting, training, and retaining staff, the Skills Centre has 

developed a motivated team to create and provide quality programs for its clients. There are multiple factors involved in 

maintaining the proper staffing with the required skills and qualifications to grow the Skills Centre over the next five years.   

Diversity and Inclusion:

The Skills Centre has strategically diversified its workforce with the addition of seven new staff in the past two years. This has 

improved their ability to serve a diverse set of clients, e.g., for the Brave Beginnings for Newcomers program.

Added to this recruitment strategy, the Skills Centre has implemented an equity, diversity and inclusion (EDI) program for all 

its staff. This training has increased staff awareness on what EDI actually entails. This increases the organization`s ability to 

deliver diverse programs and to work with members of the community who were being excluded. 

GOAL  

Continue to build diverse staffing and build competencies in staff to support our diverse clients and programs.

Board Membership and Development:

Board composition and competencies are key elements of a strong organization. Having board members with diverse 

backgrounds and experience brings a variety of perspectives to the governance of the Skills Centre. The strategic 

recruitment of members that follows the values of equity, diversity and inclusion is important to reflect the community in 

which they serve. 

It is a truism that nothing is more constant than change, and it is also very likely that we will not be able to imagine many of 

the challenges and changes ahead. We do expect that by investing in our organization and our staff that we will be able to 

anticipate, withstand - even flourish - in a rapidly changing world.

To learn more about our programs, to get involved or simply to learn more about how the Skills Centre helps in your 

community, please contact us.

HUMAN RESOURCES

NEXT STEPS



 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  


